DEPAUW STUDENT GOVERNMENT

A resolution requesting improvements to student study spaces in Roy O. West Library

Resolution No. 7

WHEREAS, DePauw University treasures its academic atmosphere and the intellectual growth of its students, Roy O. West Library currently lacks sufficient room for group study and is devoid of adequate lighting and electrical outlets to best meet student needs.

WHEREAS, the nature of education in the twenty-first century has become more digital, and a student’s time increasingly more precious, the WiFi in Roy O. West inadequately fulfills our students’ needs for a fast internet connection.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that facilities management makes small changes to improve the academic atmosphere of Roy O. West library. Be it resolved: that broken or dim light bulbs are replaced with more natural lighting; that extension cords, power strips and adaptors be placed near every group study table; that more tables be placed strategically around the library for group study; that all broken or unsanitary chairs be replaced with new chairs; and, that the WiFi have full functionality at all times in all parts of the building.
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